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	Ancient Roman engraved rings, eye miniatures, love tokens, an Art Deco aquamarine, and diamond brooch: all of these collectibles appear in an exclusive Sydney shop in Queen Street, Woollahra. Anne Schofield, Australia’s best-known antique jewelery expert, unlocks the cabinets in her shop and reveals the favorite pieces of jewelery she has bought, sold, and collected over 50 years. World-famous designers, flamboyant aristocrats, and eccentric collectors all make an appearance in this very personal book as Anne shares the fascinating stories behind a stunning array of jewelery.
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College Algebra with Trigonometry (Barnett, Ziegler & Byleen's Precalculus)McGraw-Hill, 2010

	Barnett, Ziegler, Byleen, and Sobecki's College Algebra with Trigonometry text is designed to be user friendly and to maximize student comprehension by emphasizing computational skills, ideas, and problem solving as opposed to mathematical theory. The large number of pedagogical devices employed in this text will guide a student through...
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The Berkeley DB Book (Books for Professionals by Professionals)Apress, 2007
The database technology landscape has been changing rapidly over the last few years. The server-based relational databases, which were so successful in solving the data-storage problem for traditional client/server and web-based applications, are no longer able to meet the requirements of newer applications, such as handheld devices,...
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iPhone Application Development For DummiesFor Dummies, 2012

	Start building iPhone apps today with this friendly guide, now in full color! 


	Whether you're a beginning programmer who wants to build your first app or a professional developer looking to leverage the marketing power of the iPhone SDK, this book will help. It walks you through the basics for building a variety of iOS...
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Basic NEC with Broadcast ApplicationsFocal Press, 2008
The development of computer programs for modeling antennas began in the 1960s when main-frame computers were making advancements. Modeling codes that could run on desktop computers made their appearance in the early 1980s. The design of directional antenna arrays for medium-frequency (MF) broadcasting stations has a much longer history, however,...
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Practical WebObjectsApress, 2004

	While Apple provides a modicum of documentation for developers just starting with WebObjects, more-skilled WebObjects developers typically learn from each other or via trial and error. Practical WebObjects formalizes this process for the skilled and experienced WebObjects developer with this 100% pragmatic resource.
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Quicken 2009 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
If just thinking about financial management gives you a headache, personal finance software is better than aspirin. Quicken is tops, and Quicken 2009 For Dummies is the quickest and easiest way to put it to work.
    Here’s the plain-English guide to using the newest update of the nation’s leading personal finance software....
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